REFERENCE & TEACHING AIDS

ARRANGING/COMPOSITION
TEXTBOOKS & SOFTWARE

Advanced Techniques for Film Scoring
By Earle Hagen
Paperback Book & CD ................. $39.95 00-3400____

Arranged by Nelson Riddle
Book ................................................. $34.99 00-IF0127____

Arranging & Composing (Revised)
By David Baker
Book ................................................. $29.95 00-2750____

Arranging Concepts Complete
By Dick Grove
Comb Bound Book & CD ............. $89.95 00-2718
Comb Bound Book Only ............. $84.95 00-2717
CD ...................................................... $10.99 00-2716

Arranging for the Concert Band
By Frank Erickson
Book ................................................. $34.99 00-5801029
Workbook ......................................... $29.95 00-5801029A____

The Art of Writing Music
By John Cacavas
Softcover .......................................... $39.99 00-4163____

Behind Bars
The Definitive Guide to Music Notation
By Elaine Gould
Book .................................................. $99.99 12-0571514561____

Case History of a Film Score: “The Thorn Birds”
By Henry Mancon / ed. Ray Philippe
Book & CD ........................................... $42.95 00-ELM04007CD____

The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Music Composition
By Michael Miller
Book .................................................. $18.95 74-1592574033____

Compose Yourself!
By Paul Harris
Teacher’s Book ................................. $16.25 12-0571519901____
Pupil’s Book ....................................... $16.25 12-0571521185____

Composition for Computer Musicians
By Michael Hewitt
Book & CD-ROM ............................... $34.99 54-1598638610____

Composition for Young Musicians
By Jennifer Wilson
Book & CD .......................................... $17.95 00-22913____

Contemporary Harmony
Romanticism through the Twelve-Tone Row
By Ludmila Velehla
* Book ................................................. $39.95 01-ADV11400____

The Contemporary Arranger
By Jan Sebring
Comb Bound Book & CD ............. $53.99 00-1427
Comb Bound Book Only ............. $44.99 00-1479
CD ...................................................... $10.99 00-6096

Essentials of Music Notation
By Tom Gerri and Linda Lusk
Book .................................................. $11.95 00-32756____

Essentials of Orchestration
By Dave Black and Tom Gerri
Book .................................................. $11.95 00-32757____

Finale PrintMusic 2014
Quickly Create, Customize, and Share Music Notation
DVD-ROM ........................................ $119.95 13-PHR14____

Finale PrintMusic 2014 Lab Pack (5 Users)
Quickly Create, Customize, and Share Music Notation
DVD-ROM ........................................ $300.00 13-PHL14____

Finale SongWriter
Create and Print Sheet Music / Hear Your Music / Save MP3 Files for Your iPod
CD-ROM .......................................... $49.95 13-WHR12____
CD-ROM (French Edition) ........... $49.95 99-WHR12FR____

Finale 2014
Music Notation Software
DVD-ROM .......................................... $600.00 13-PHR14____
DVD-ROM (French Edition) ............ $600.00 99-PH14FR____

Finale 2014 Academic
Music Notation Software
DVD-ROM .......................................... $350.00 13-FHA14____
DVD-ROM (French Edition) ............ $350.00 99-FHA14FR____

Finale 2014 Competitive Trade Up
Music Notation Software
DVD-ROM .......................................... $149.00 13-FHT14____
* DVD-ROM (French Edition) .......... $139.00 99-FHT14FR____

Finale 2014 Site License (5–9 Users)
Music Notation Software
DVD-ROM .......................................... $150.00 13-FHS14____

Finale 2014 Site License (10 or More Users)
Music Notation Software
DVD-ROM .......................................... $135.00 13-FHS14FR____
* DVD-ROM (French Edition) .......... $135.00 99-FHS14FR____

Finale 2014 Site License Upgrade (5–30 Users)
Logiciel de Notation Musicale
* DVD-ROM (French Edition) .......... $70.00 99-FHSU141FR____

Finale 2014 Upgrade
Download ........................................ $149.00 13-FHU14DCO____
DVD-ROM .......................................... $149.00 13-FHU14____
DVD-ROM (French Edition) ............ $139.95 99-FHU14FR____

Finale Primer: 2014 Edition
Mastering the Art of Music Notation with Finale
By Bill Purse
Book ................................................ $29.99 00-42833____

Garritan Abbey Road Studios CFX Concert Grand
Virtual Software Instruments
USB Drive ........................................ $199.95 13-GCDCX____

Garritan Classic Pipe Organs
Virtual Software Instruments
DVD .................................................. $99.95 13-GCDO1R____

Garritan Concert and Marching Band 2
Virtual Software Instruments
DVD .................................................. $149.95 13-GP0210LR____

Garritan Harps
Virtual Software Instruments
DVD .................................................. $99.95 13-GHPO1R____

Garritan Instant Orchestra
Virtual Software Instruments
DVD .................................................. $179.95 13-GIC01R____

Garritan Jazz and Big Band 3
Virtual Software Instruments
DVD .................................................. $149.95 13-GPO310LR____

Garritan Personal Orchestra 5
Virtual Software Instruments
USB Drive ........................................ $149.95 13-GPOS10LR____

Garritan World Instruments
Virtual Software Instruments
DVD .................................................. $149.95 13-GP0W01R____

Getting Started with Composition
By Nicholas Kenworthy
Book ............................................... $8.25 12-057152236X____

Harmony for Computer Musicians
By Michael Hewitt
Book & CD ........................................ $34.99 54-143546726____

Manual of Practical Instrumentation
By Charles-Marie Widor
Book ................................................ $22.95 06-442691____
Music Arranging and Orchestration
By John Cacavas
Book ............................................. $39.99 00-3800996

The Music of the Lord of the Rings Films
A Comprehensive Account of Howard Shore’s Scores
By Doug Adams
Book & CD ....................................... $59.95 98-365329

Principles of Orchestration
By Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov
Book .................................................. $21.95 06-212661

Rock, Jazz and Pop Arranging
By Daryl Runswick
Paperback Book ................................... $22.25 12-0571511082

Scoring for Percussion
And the Instruments of the Percussion Family
By H. Owen Reed and Joel Leach, with Deanna Hudgins
Book & CD-ROM ....................................... $24.99 00-30286

Sounds and Scores
By Henry Mancini
Book & CD ........................................... $40.99 00-P0732SM00CD

Treatise on Instrumentation
By Hector Berlioz / rev. Richard Strauss, ed. Theodore Front
Book ...................................................... $29.95 06-269035

Write It Right!
By Dan Fox
Manual .................................................. $9.95 00-4645
Workbook .......................................... $7.95 00-16601

DICTIONARIES
Afro-Latin Rhythm Dictionary
A Complete Dictionary for All Musicians
By Thomas A. Brown
Handy Guide ....................................... $6.99 00-2427

Alfred’s Pocket Dictionary of Music
By Sandy Feldstein
Book ...................................................... $7.50 00-2400

The Complete Idiot’s Guide Music Dictionary
Music Explained in the Simplest Terms
By Dr. Stanford Felix
Book ..................................................... $16.95 74-1592579976

Essential Dictionary of Composers
By L. C. Harnsberger
Handy Guide ........................................ $5.99 00-16642

Essential Dictionary of Music
By L. C. Harnsberger
Handy Guide ........................................ $5.99 00-16641

Essential Dictionary of Music Definitions
By L. C. Harnsberger
Handy Guide ........................................ $5.99 00-16641

Essential Dictionary of Music Notation
By Tom Genau and Linda Luck
Pocket Size Book ................................... $6.99 00-16638

Essential Dictionary of Music Theory
By L. C. Harnsberger
Handy Guide ........................................ $5.99 00-16643

Essential Dictionary of Orchestration
By Dave Black and Tom Genau
Pocket Size Book ................................... $9.99 00-17894

Essential Songwriter’s Rhyming Dictionary
By Kevin Mitchell
Comb Bound Handy Guide ...................... $14.99 00-14660
Pocket Size Book ................................... $6.99 00-16637

The Essential Music Reference Library
By Dave Black, Tom Genau, L. C. Harnsberger, and Linda Luck
Boxed Set (3 Books) .......................... $19.99 00-21889

The Harvard Concise Dictionary of Music and Musicians
By Dan Michael Randel
9” x 6.25” Book ...................................... $28.50 43-0674009789

Est. Don Michael Randel
Book ...................................................... $49.95 43-0674011635

Hip-Hop Rhyming Dictionary
By Kevin Mitchell
Book ...................................................... $10.99 00-2260

Mini Music Guides: Dictionary of Music
All the Essential Terms, Composers, and Theory in an Easy-to-Follow Format!
By L. C. Harnsberger
5” x 7” Book .......................................... $9.99 00-40104

Mini Music Guides: Rhyming Dictionary
All the Essential Words in an Easy-to-Follow Format!
By Kevin Mitchell
5” x 7” Book .......................................... $9.99 00-40965

THEORY
Alfred’s Essentials of Music Theory
Alfred’s Essentials of Music Theory: A Complete Self-Study Course for All Musicians
By Andrew Surmani, Karen Fannum Surmani, and Morton Manus
Book & 2 Ear Training CDs ....................... $39.95 00-23194

Alfred’s Essentials of Music Theory
By Andrew Surmani, Karen Fannum Surmani, and Morton Manus
Book 1 .................................................... $6.99 00-17231
Book 1 Alto Clef (Viola) Edition .................. $6.99 00-18380
Book 2 .................................................... $6.99 00-17232
Book 2 Alto Clef (Viola) Edition .................. $6.99 00-18381
Book 3 .................................................... $6.99 00-17233
Book 3 Alto Clef (Viola) Edition .................. $6.50 00-18382
Complete Book (Comb Bound) .................. $14.99 00-17234
Complete Book & 2 Ear Training CDs ....... $34.99 00-16486
Complete Alto Clef (Viola) Edition
Book (Comb Bound) ................................ $21.99 00-18583
Complete Alto Clef (Viola) Edition
Book & 2 CD’s (Comb Bound) ............... $39.99 00-27642

Alfred’s Essentials of Music Theory:
Double Bingo Games
By Andrew Surmani, Karen Fannum Surmani, and Morton Manus
Key Signatures (Major and Minor) .......... $19.95 00-24448
Note Naming ......................................... $19.95 00-19481
Rhythm .................................................. $19.95 00-19479

Alfred’s Essentials of Music Theory:
Ear Training CDs
By Andrew Surmani, Karen Fannum Surmani, and Morton Manus
Ear Training CD 1 (Books 1 & 2) .......... $12.99 00-17252
Ear Training CD 2 (Book 3) ........... $12.99 00-17253
Ear Training CDs 1 & 2 (Books 1-3) ... $18.95 00-17254

Alfred’s Essentials of Music Theory:
Flash Cards
By Andrew Surmani, Karen Fannum Surmani, and Morton Manus
Key Signatures Flash Cards ....................... $9.99 00-24447
Note Naming Flash Cards ....................... $9.99 00-20210
Rhythm Flash Cards ........................... $10.99 00-19396

By Andrew Surmani, Karen Fannum Surmani, and Morton Manus
Complete ........................................... $59.95 00-18833

By Andrew Surmani, Karen Fannum Surmani, and Morton Manus
Complete ........................................... $249.95 00-34629
Volume 1 ............................................ $129.99 00-34628

By Andrew Surmani, Karen Fannum Surmani, and Morton Manus
Complete ........................................... $59.99 00-34627
Volume 1 ............................................ $29.99 00-34626

By Andrew Surmani, Karen Fannum Surmani, and Morton Manus
Complete Volume (5 users—
$40 each additional user) .......... $599.00 00-34631
Volume 1 (5 users—
$20 each additional user) .......... $349.00 00-34630

Alfred’s Essentials of Music Theory:
Teacher’s Activity Kit
By Andrew Surmani, Karen Fannum Surmani, and Morton Manus
Book 1 .................................................. $23.91 00-19380
Book 2 .................................................. $24.99 00-20373
Book 3 .................................................. $24.99 00-26321
Complete ........................................... $54.99 00-26327

Alfred’s Essentials of Music Theory:
Teacher’s Answer Key
By Andrew Surmani, Karen Fannum Surmani, and Morton Manus
Book & 2 Ear Training CDs ........... $39.95 00-17261
Book ..................................................... $19.95 00-17261

General Theory
Basic Chord Progressions
By Dick Weissman
Handy Guide ......................................... $6.50 00-2220

Basic Contrapuntal Techniques (Revised Edition)
An Introduction to Linear Style Through Creative Writing
Based on materials originally created by H. Owen Reed and
Paul O. Harder with revisions by H. Owen Reed and Greg A. Steinke
Book & 2 CDs ......................................... $39.99 00-ELM03010CD

Basic Theory-Harmony
A Text and Work Book for the School Musician
By Joseph Paulson and Irving Cheyette
Book ..................................................... $10.40 00-PRDB000034

Basics of Ear Training
By Rons Berlin and Warren Mould
Grade 1 .................................................. $5.95 00-V1001
Grade 2 .................................................. $5.95 00-V1002
Grade 3 .................................................. $5.95 00-V1003
Grade 4 .................................................. $5.95 00-V1004
Grade 5 .................................................. $5.95 00-V1005
Grade 6 .................................................. $5.95 00-V1006
Grade 7 .................................................. $5.95 00-V1007
Grade 8 .................................................. $6.95 00-V1008
Grade 9-10 ARTC ................................ $6.95 00-V1009

The Basis of Harmony
By Frederick J. Harwood
Book ..................................................... $10.95 00-V1265

Beginning Theory for Adults
The Grown-Up Approach to Music Theory
By Nathaniel Gunod
Book & CD ........................................... $19.99 00-40269

Chord Progressions: Theory and Practice
Everything You Need to Create and Use Chords in Every Key
By Dan Fox and Dick Weissman
Book ..................................................... $17.99 00-35174
Chords Complete!
By Bert Konowitz
Book & CD ........................................ $22.99 00-184800
Book ........................................... $21.95 00-184815

Counterpoint
The Polyphonic Vocal Style of the Sixteenth Century
By Knud Jeppesen, foreword by Alfred Mann
Book ........................................ $17.95 06-279365

Elements of 18th Century Counterpoint
By William G. Andrews and Molly Scalter
Book ........................................ $22.95 00-V1389

Five Graphic Music Analyses
By Heinrich Schenker
Book ........................................ $14.95 06-222942

Fundamentals of Musical Acoustics
By Arthur H. Benade
Book ........................................ $22.95 06-26484X

Getting Started with Aural
By Nicholas Keyworth
Book & CD .................................... $12.25 12-0571521371

Getting Started with Theory
By Nicholas Keyworth
Book ........................................ $8.25 12-0571521999

Guide to the Practical Study of Harmony
By Peter Iljich Tchaikovsky
Book ........................................ $10.95 06-442721

Hands-On Music Theory
By Richard Wentk
Book ........................................ $29.99 54-1305108949

Improve Your Aural!
A Workbook for Examinations
By Paul Harris
Grade 1 Book & CD (Revised) ............ $7.80 12-0571534384
Grade 3 Book & CD (Revised) ............ $7.80 12-0571534545
Grade 4 Book & CD (Revised) ............ $7.80 12-0571534543
Grade 5 Book & CD (Revised) ............ $7.80 12-0571534641
Grade 7 Book & 2 CDs (Revised) ........ $17.25 12-0571544914

Improve Your Theory!
A Workbook for Examinations
By Paul Harris
Grade 1 ....................................... $6.95 12-0571538614
Grade 2 ....................................... $6.95 12-0571538622
Grade 3 ....................................... $7.95 12-0571538630
Grade 4 ....................................... $7.95 12-0571538649
Grade 5 ....................................... $6.95 12-0571538657

In Preparation for the Theory Exam
By Lina Ng
Grade 1 (Early Elementary) ............... $5.80 12-MP1300101
Grade 2 (Elementary) ...................... $5.80 12-MP1300102
Grade 3 (Late Elementary) ............... $5.80 12-MP1300104
Grade 4 (Early Intermediate) .......... $5.80 12-MP1300104
Grade 5 (Intermediate) ................. $5.80 12-MP1300105

Keys to Music Rudiments
By Boris Berlin, Molly Scalter and Kathryn Sinclair
Student Workbook No. 1 .................. $5.95 00-V10124
Student Workbook No. 2 .................. $5.95 00-V10125
Student Workbook No. 3 .................. $6.95 00-V10126
Student Workbook No. 4 .................. $5.95 00-V10127
Student Workbook No. 5 .................. $6.99 00-V10128A
Student Workbook No. 6 .................. $5.99 00-V10129
Textbook .................................. $8.95 00-V10130

The Masterwork in Music
By Heinrich Schenker / ed. William Drabkin, translated by Ian Bent, William Drabkin, Richard Kramer, John Rothgeb, and Hedi Siegel
Volume I (1925) .......................... $22.95 00-780025
Volume I (1936) .......................... $22.95 00-780031
Volume III (1938) ......................... $22.95 00-780044

Mini Music Guides: Music Theory Essentials
Everything You Need to Know in an Easy-to-Follow Format!
By Andrew Sumrani, Karen Farnum Sumrani, and Morton Manus
5” x 7” Book ................................ $9.99 00-41042

Music Theory: The Essential Guide
By Julia Winterson with Paul Harris
Book ......................................... $11.95 12-0571536528

Music Theory Made Easy for Kids
By Lina Ng
Level 1 ....................................... $5.99 98-MP300051US
Level 2 ....................................... $5.99 98-MP300052US

Musical Structure and Design
By Cedric Thorpe Davie
Book ......................................... $10.95 06-216292

My First Music Theory Book
By Lina Ng
Book ....................................... $5.99 98-MP300201US

My Second Music Theory Book
By Lina Ng
Book ....................................... $5.99 98-MP300202US

My Third Music Theory Book
By Lina Ng
Book ....................................... $5.99 98-MP300203US

On the Theory of Modulation
By Max Reger
Kalmus Edition ............................... $12.95 00-K03841
Dover Edition ................................ $6.95 06-45732X

Practical Theory
By Sandy Feldstein
Complete (Spiral-Bound) ................. $13.99 00-1998
Volume 1 (Book & CD) ................. $13.99 00-2280
Volume 2 (Book & CD) ................. $13.99 00-2281
Volume 3 (Book & CD) ................. $13.99 00-2282

Rhythm: One on One
By Stephen F. Moore and Julia Schenfeld-Black
Book ........................................ $24.99 00-23808

The Rhythm Bible
By Dan Fox
Book & CD ................................ $27.99 00-203812
Book ........................................ $16.99 00-203811
CD ........................................... $10.00 00-203813

Rhytomega
By Boris Berlin, Millette, and Warren Mould
Cahier I (French Edition) ............... $5.95 00-V11279

Rhythmic Tests for Sight Reading
By Boris Berlin and Warren Mould
Book ......................................... $7.95 00-V1044

The Shaping Forces in Music
By Ernst Toch
Book ......................................... $12.95 06-233464

Structural Functions in Music
By Wallace Berry
Book ......................................... $19.95 06-253848

Structural Hearing
Tonal Coherence in Music, Two Volumes Bound as One
By Felix Salzer
Cloutage ................................... $22.95 06-222756

Teaching Foundation Music
By Lina Ng
Book ......................................... $40.25 55-9712A

Theory for Young Musicians, Book 1
By Lina Ng
Book & CD ................................ $18.99 00-185144
CD ........................................... $10.00 00-185155

Theory for Young Musicians, Book 2
By Lina Ng
Book & CD ................................ $18.99 00-185177
CD ........................................... $10.00 00-185184

Theory for Young Musicians, Notespeller
By Carla Ulbrich
Book ......................................... $7.99 00-185112

Treatise on Harmony
By Philip Gossett
Book ......................................... $19.95 06-224619

A Workbook in the Fundamentals of Music
By H. Owen Reed
Book ......................................... $12.00 00-90107X

You Can Read Music
The Practical Guide
By Paul Harris
Book ......................................... $35.95 12-0571538452

Jazz Theory & Textbooks

S2nd Street Beat
In-Depth Profiles of Modern Jazz Drummers 1945–1965
By Joe Hunt
Book ........................................ $9.95 24-BEAT

Advanced Harmonic Concepts
A Non-Functional Approach
By Wayne J. Naus
Book & CD ................................ $35.95 01-ADV11226

Advanced Improvisation Volume 2
By David Baker
Book ......................................... $29.99 00-2740

Alfred’s Essentials of Jazz Theory
By Shelly Berg
Book 1 (Book & CD) ...................... $19.95 00-208008
Book 2 (Book & CD) ...................... $12.95 00-208088
Book 3 (Book & CD) ...................... $12.95 00-208011
Complete Books 1-3 (Book & CD) ..... $35.95 00-20812

Alfred’s Essentials of Jazz Theory, Self Study
A Complete Self-Study Course for All Musicians
By Shelly Berg
Book & 3 CDs ................................ $34.99 00-26265

Alfred’s Essentials of Jazz Theory, Teacher’s Answer Key
By Shelly Berg
Book & 3 CDs ................................ $39.99 00-2208

Basic Harmony and Theory
Applied to Improvisation
By Dick Grove
Volume 1 ...................................... $39.95 00-2734
Volume 2 ...................................... $39.95 00-2735

Beyond Functional Harmony
By Wayne J. Naus
Book ......................................... $35.95 01-ADV11225

Beyond Time and Changes
A Musician’s Guide to Free Jazz Improvisation
By Hal Crook
Book & CD ................................ $41.95 01-ADV14204

Bob Mintzer Big Band: Live at MCG
with Special Guest Kurt Elling
DVD ........................................... $24.95 80-MCGJ3001

Bonanza: Insights and Wisdom from Professional Jazz Trombonists
Interviews by Julie Gendrich
Book ......................................... $37.95 01-ADV19107

All prices in US$. Not all titles are available in all countries due to copyright restrictions. Prices and availability subject to change without notice.

NEW
The Book of Silence
For All Musical Instruments
By Michael Lauren
Book & MP3 CD ....................... $29.95 01-ADV10030

Changes Over Time: The Evolution of Jazz Arranging
By Fred Sturm
Book & CD .............................. $55.95 01-ADV11350

The Chord Scale Theory & Jazz Harmony
By Barrie Nettles and Richard Graf
Book ................................ .$29.95 01-ADV11216

Circular Breathing
For the Wind Performer
By Trent Kinnison
Book ..................................... $10.95 00-SB37

Clear Solutions for Jazz Improvisers
By Jerry Coker
Book .................................. $12.95 24-CS8

Complete Method for Improvisation for All Instruments
By Jerry Coker
Book & CD (Revised Edition) ....... $27.99 00-SB84CD

Contrast and Continuity in Jazz Improvisation
A Diatonic and Multi-Colored Approach
By Mike Russi
Book ................................ $.35.95 01-ADV14302

The Creative Nudge That Fuels Jazz Improvisation
All You Need Is a Little Information
By Jerry Coker
Paperback Book ...................... $7.95 24-CN

Dad’s Jazz
Jazz Cartoons
By Rupert Henshaw
Book .................................. $17.95 01-ADV19300

Dance Band Reading and Interpretation
By Alan Raph
Bass Clef ................................ $7.95 00-F106141
Treble Clef .............................. $9.99 00-F1060142

David Liebmam on Education, the Saxophone & Related Jazz Topics
A Collection of Articles and Papers
By Jerry Coker
Book ................................ $12.95 24-OL2

David Liebmam Teaches & Plays
A Day at the Jamey Aebersold Summer Jazz Workshops
2 DVDs.................................$19.95 24-OL2

Developing a Jazz Vocabulary
By Joe Ripsom
Book (Intermediate / Advanced) .... $9.95 24-DV9

Duke: A Life of Duke Ellington
By Terry Teachout
Book .................................... $30.00 24-1502407491

Duke ‘s Bones
Ellington’s Great Trombonists
By Kurt Driehn
Book ................................ $25.95 01-ADV19105

The Ears Have Walls
By Brian Dickinson
Book & CD ........................... $65.95 01-ADV16308

Effortless Mastery
 Liberating the Master Musician Within
By Kenny Werner
Book & CD .............................. $20.00 24-EM
DVD ..................................... $15.00 24-EMD

Elements of the Jazz Language for the Developing Improvisor
By Jerry Coker
Book & CD .............................. $27.99 00-SB100CD

The Evolution of Solo Jazz Piano
Part 1–2 Traditional Styles + Modern Styles
By Bill Dobkins
DVD .................................... $29.95 01-ADV20071

The Forgotten Chords
Die vergessenen Akkorde
By Peter Hedin
Book (English & German Edition) . $29.95 01-ADV11309

The General Method
A New Methodology for a Tighter Big Band
By Mats Halmqvist
Book .................................. $24.95 24-TGM

Getting Started with Improvisation
A Practical Guide for Instrumentalists and Pianists
By Ned Bennett
Book & Enhanced CD ............... $13.80 12-0571523579

Getting Started with Jazz
A Practical Guide for Instrumentalists and Pianists
By Ned Bennett
Book & Enhanced CD ............... $13.80 12-0571524044

Gil Evans & Miles Davis: Historic Collaborations
1957–1962
An Analysis of Gil Evans Works
By Steve Pickens
2 CDs .................................. $9.95 24-GIL

Hear Me Talkin’ ta Ya (The Story of Jazz)
The Story of Jazz As Told by the Men Who Made It
By Nat Hentoff and Nat Shapano
Book ................................ $16.95 06-172264

How to Create Jazz Chord Progressions
By Chuck Mannecke
Book ................................ $9.99 00-5861

How to Listen to Jazz
Revised Edition
By Jerry Coker / foreword by Jamey Aebersold and David Baker
Book .................................. $9.95 24-LI

How to Play Bebop
By David Baker
Volume 1 ................................ $12.99 00-2746
Volume 2 ................................ $12.99 00-2747
Volume 3 ................................ $12.99 00-2748

How to Practice Jazz
By Jerry Coker
Paperback Book ...................... $7.95 24-PI

In Conversation with Lieb
Interviews with David Liebmam
2 CDs .................................. $9.95 24-CIV

Interaction
Opening Up the Jazz Ensemble
By Graham Collier
Book & CD ................................ $29.95 01-ADV19205

Intervallic Ear Training for Musicians
By Steve Passer
Book & 2 CDs .........................$41.95 01-ADV16310

Jazz Arranging & Composing
A Linear Approach
By Bill Dobkins
Book & CD .............................. $53.95 01-ADV11035

The Jazz Chord/Scale Handbook
By Gary Keller
Book .................................. $19.95 01-ADV11217

Jazz Composer’s Companion
Revised and Expanded 3rd Edition
By Gil Goldstein
Book ................................ $24.95 01-ADV11304

Jazz Harmony
Third Edition
By Andy Jaffe
Book .................................. $34.95 01-ADV11203

Jazz Improvisation
By David Baker
Book (Revised) ......................... $26.95 00-2749

Jazz Improvisation: A Pocket Guide
A Concise Summary of the Materials & Techniques
Needed to Play Jazz
By Dan Haerle
Pocket-sized Book (Beginning) ..... $5.95 24-PG

Jazz Improvisation: The Best Way to Develop Solos over Classic Changes
For C Instruments
By Sam Must
Book & CD ............................ $26.95 00-EL15012CD

The Jazz Improvisor’s Reference
Refreshing and Penetrating Insights for Creative Growth
By Jerry Coker
Book ................................ $14.95 00-58248

Jazz Keyboard for Pianists and Non-Pianists
Class or Individual Study
By Jerry Coker
Book ................................ $17.99 00-5875

Jazz Pedagogy
The Jazz Educator’s Handbook and Resource Guide
By J. Richard Dunscroft and Dr. Willie L. Hill, Jr.
Book & DVD ......................... $65.99 00-05828

Jazz Pedagogy, for Teachers and Students, Revised 1989
By David Baker
Book ................................ $29.95 00-2751

Jazz Quiz Book
By David Baker and Jeannine Baker
Book ................................ $2.95 00-2752

The Jazz Repertoire
Selecting, Understanding & Remembering Tunes
By Jerry Coker
Book (Intermediate / Advanced) .... $9.95 24-TJ4

Jazz Theory and Practice
By Jeffrey Hellmer and Richard Larrin
Book & CD-ROM ..................... $64.99 00-16629
Book .......................$36.99 00-16628
CD-ROM (Mac) ...............$19.99 00-16630

The Jazz Theory Workbook
By Mark E. Boling
Book ................................ $25.95 01-ADV11201

Music dealers and all other wholesale customers, please call 800-292-6122 or email sales@alfred.com to order. International music dealers can order by phone at +1-818-891-5999, by fax +1-818-895-5560, or by emailing international@alfred.com. All music dealers and wholesale customers can visit alfred.com/dealer availability, current sales specials, order tracking, invoice history, and more.
**Jazz Transcription**
Developing Jazz Improvisational Skills Through Solo Transcription and Analysis
By Joe Lan Ford

*Book* .................................................. $22.95 01-ADV14207

**Le Livre de la Théorie du Jazz**
By Mark Levine

*Book* (French Edition) ....................................... $53.95 01-ADV11206

**Maximize Your Practice**
Effective Practice Techniques for All Serious Musicians
By David Levitam

*DVD* (Intermediate / Advanced) ................................ $14.95 24-MYPI

**Modal Jazz Composition & Harmony**
By Ron Miller

*Volume 1* .................................................. $29.95 01-ADV11303

*Volume 2* .................................................. $29.95 01-ADV11308

**Modern Concepts in Jazz Improvisation**
By David Baker

*Book* .................................................. $31.99 00-2799

**The NPR Curious Listener's Guide to Jazz**
By Loren Schoenberg

*Book* .................................................. $14.95 74-039952794X

**Patterns for Jazz: A Theory Text for Jazz Composition and Improvisation**
By Jerry Coker, James Casale, Gary Campbell, and Jerry Greene
Bass Clef Instruments ........................................ $26.95 00-SB72

Treble Clef Instruments ........................................ $25.99 00-SB1

**Pentatonic Scales for Jazz Improvisation**
By Raman Ricker

*Book* .................................................. $16.95 00-SB9

**Pure Rhythm**
Rhythm Cycles and Polymetric Patterns for Instrumentalists, Percussionists, Composers, and Music Educators
By Adam Rudolph

*Book* .................................................. $47.95 01-ADV11285

**Rufus Reid and Peter Ind: Alone Together**

*DVD* .................................................. $24.95 80-MCG1003

**Scales for Jazz Improvisation**
By Dan Haerle

*Book* .................................................. $16.99 00-587

**Self-Portrait of a Jazz Artist**
Musical Thoughts and Realities
By David Levitam

*Book* .................................................. $23.95 01-ADV19100

**The Smithsonian Jazz Masterworks Orchestra: Live at MCG**
Dr. David Baker, Director

*DVD* .................................................. $24.95 80-MCG1004

**The Teaching of Jazz**
By Jerry Coker

*Book* .................................................. $23.95 01-ADV19201

**Technology Development in Fourth for Jazz Improvisation**
By Raman Ricker

*Book* .................................................. $14.95 00-SB17

**Techniques of Improvisation—Volume 1**
(The Lydian Chromatic Concept)
By David Baker

*Book* .................................................. $16.95 00-2753

**Techniques of Improvisation—Volume 3**
(Turnbacks)
By David Baker

*Book* .................................................. $16.99 00-2755

**Techniques of Improvisation—Volume 4, Part 1 (Cycles)**
By David Baker

*Book* .................................................. $19.95 00-3018

**Training the Ear, Volume 1**
For the Improvising Musician
By Armen Donelian

*Book* .................................................. $53.95 01-ADV1680

**Training the Ear, Volume 2**
A Compositional Approach to Intermediate Level Harmonic Ear Training
By Armen Donelian

*Book & CD* (Intermediate / Advanced) ................................ $71.95 01-ADV1680

**Triad Pairs for Jazz**
Practice and Application for the Jazz Improvisor
By Gary Campbell

*Book* .................................................. $24.95 00-04828

## REFERENCE WORKS

### Music History & Appreciation

**Accidentals on Purpose**
A Musician's Dictionary
By David W. Barber / Illus. Dave Donald

*Book* .................................................. $15.95 99-0980916720

**Alfred's Music Playing Cards: Classical Composers**
By Karen Farum Sumani and Andrew Sumani

*Card Deck (1 Pack)* ......................................... $6.99 00-38799

*Card Deck (12 Pack)* ......................................... $79.99 00-39322

**Alfred's Music Playing Cards: Instruments**
By Karen Farum Sumani and Andrew Sumani

*Card Deck (1 Pack)* ......................................... $6.99 00-44696

**Alfred's Teach Yourself Music History**
Everything You Need to Know About Music—From Antiquity to Today
By L. C. Hornsberger and Donny Tieu

*Book & CD* .................................................. $24.99 00-40142

**Anthology of Musical Forms**
By Leon Stein

*Book* .................................................. $18.95 00-5004

**Anthology of Musical Forms: Structure & Style (Expanded Edition)**
The Study and Analysis of Musical Forms
By Leon Stein

*Book* .................................................. $18.95 00-10164

**The Art of Accompaniment from a Thorough-Bass: As Practiced in the XVII and XVIII Centuries**
By F. T. Arnold

*Volume I* .................................................. $24.95 06-431886

*Volume II* .................................................. $24.95 06-431595

**Bach, Beethoven, and the Boys**
Music History As It Ought to Be Taught
By David W. Barber / Illus. Dave Donald

*Book* .................................................. $17.95 99-0980916713

**Bach's Art of Fugue and a Companion to the Art of Fugue**
By Johann Sebastian Bach / ed. Donald Francis Tovey / new foreword by Andreas Schill / new introduction by Eric Wen

*Book (Advanced)* ........................................... $19.95 06-49764X

**Basic Forms in Music**
By Charles W. Walton

*Book* .................................................. $34.99 00-14971

**Beethoven and His Nine Symphonies**
By George Grove

*Book* .................................................. $16.95 06-203344

**Beethoven as I Knew Him**
By Anton Schneider / ed. Donald W. MacAskill

*Book* .................................................. $19.95 06-292210

**Beethoven: Impressions by His Contemporaries**
By Oscar Sonneck

*Book* .................................................. $8.95 06-21770

**Beethoven: The Man and the Artist as Revealed in His Own Words**
Ed. Friedrich Kest and Henry Edward Krehbiel

*Book* .................................................. $6.95 06-21061

**Beethoven's Letters**
By Joseph de Marliave

*Book* .................................................. $17.95 06-22769

**Beethoven's Quartets**
By Joseph de Marliave

*Book* .................................................. $16.95 06-439658

**Chopin: The Man and His Music**
By James Huneker

*Book* .................................................. $11.95 06-21687

**Chopin's Letters**
By Michael Miller

*Book* .................................................. $13.95 74-1592577514

**Composer's World: Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky**
By Wendy Thompson

*Book* .................................................. $14.80 12-0571512704

**Experiencing Music**
By Richard Wingett

*Student Workbook (Revised Edition)* ................................ $12.95 00-5079

**Getting a Handel on Messiah**
By David W. Barber / Illus. Dave Donald

*Book* .................................................. $13.95 99-0987849212

**Guide to Chamber Music**
By Melvin Berger

*Book* .................................................. $19.95 06-418790

**Gustav Mahler**
By Bruno Walter

*Book* .................................................. $14.95 06-49217

**A History of Musical Style**
By Richard L. Cracker

*Book* .................................................. $24.95 06-25029

**The History of Musical Instruments**
By Curt Sachs

*Book* .................................................. $22.95 06-452654

**The History of Orchestration**
By Adam Carse

*Book* .................................................. $12.95 06-21258

**Hugo Wolf**
By Ernest Newman, Walter Legge, and Roelof Oostwoud Ed. Friedrich Kest and Henry Edward Krehbiel

*Book* .................................................. $6.95 06-21061

**If It Ain't Baroque . . . More Music History As It Ought to Be Taught**
By David W. Barber / Illus. Dave Donald

*Book* .................................................. $15.95 99-0987804281

**An Illustrated History of Music for Young Musicians**
By Giles Cameau and Rosemary Covert

*The Renaissance Period* ................................ $32.95 25-MUS071L1

*The Twentieth Century* ................................ $32.95 25-MUS071L5
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Orchestration
With 23 Illustrations and 296 Music Examples
By Cecil Forsyth
Book.................................................$19.95 06-243834

The Perfect Wagnerite
A Commentary on the Niblung's Ring
By George Bernard Shaw
Book.................................................$7.95 06-217078

A Ravel Reader: Correspondence, Articles, Interviews
By Arbe Oremstein
Book.................................................$34.95 06-430782

The Rise of Music in the Ancient World
By Curt Sachs
Book.................................................$18.95 06-466612

Schumann on Music
A Selection from the Writings
By Arthur Schuman
Book.................................................$12.95 06-257487

Scriabin: A Biography
By Fyussohn Bowers
Book.................................................$22.95 06-288078

Stravinsky: A Critical Survey
By Eric Walter White
Book.................................................$7.95 06-297551

The Study of the Fugue
By Alfred Mann
Book.................................................$16.95 06-254399

The Style of Palestrina and the Dissonance
By Knud Jepsen
Book.................................................$17.95 06-442683

Tuning and Temperament: A Historical Survey
By J. Murray Barbour
Book.................................................$14.95 06-430606

Wagner on Conducting
Richard Wagner
Book.................................................$8.95 06-295323

When the Fat Ladies Sing
Opera History As It Ought to Be Taught
By David W. Barker / illus. Dave Donald
Book.................................................$17.95 99-0987840274

Who Was Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart?
By Yona Zeldis McDonough
Book.................................................$5.99 74-0448431041

GENERAL MUSIC BOOKS

Abby Road to Ziggy Stardust
Off the Record with The Beatles, Bowie, Elton & So Much More
By Ken Scott and Bobby Owsinski
Hardcover Book...................................$24.99 00-372050

The Achievement System
By Jim Matthews
Book.................................................$12.95 00-23138

Adele
The Biography
By Chris Newley-Burden
Paperback Book...................................$14.95 74-1663835337

The Art of Conducting Technique
By Harald Farberman
Book.................................................$55.99 00-EU16104
DVD.................................................$24.95 00-EU34494

Barefoot in Babylon
The Creation of the Woodstock Music Festival, 1969
By Bob Spitz
Paperback Book...................................$18.00 74-0142180877

The Basis of Music
By Frederick J. Harwood
Book..................................................$7.95 00-V1257

Bettey LeVette: A Woman Like Me
Bettey LeVette with David Ritz
Book..................................................$26.95 74-0399159381

The Big Gig
Big-Picture Thinking for Success
By Zone with Amy Hammond Hagberg
Book..................................................$19.99 00-37750

Blood, Sweat and Tears
By David Clayton-Thomas
Paperback Book...................................$19.00 74-0143175995

Brian Jones
The Making of The Rolling Stones
By Paul Trynka
Hardcover Book...................................$28.95 74-0670097475

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Conducting Music
The Fundamentals and More for Conducting Bands, Orchestras, Choirs, and Ensembles
By Michael Miller
Book..................................................$19.95 74-1615616868

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Teaching Music on Your Own
By Karen Berger
Book..................................................$16.95 74-1592579617

Conducting: A Hands-On Approach
By Anthony Mazzella / music examples by Jack Bullock
Book & CD.................................$51.99 00-3830171071
DVD..............................................$21.95 00-387070

E Street Shuffle
The Glory Days of Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band
By Clinton Heylin
Hardcover Book...................................$27.95 74-0670026623

Elvis & Ginger
Elvis Presley's fiancée and last love finally tells her story
By Ginger Alden
Hardcover Book...................................$26.95 74-0425663359

Elvis Has Left the Building
The Death of the King and the Rise of Punk Rock
By Dylan Jones
Hardcover Book...................................$27.95 74-1663809676

Empire State of Mind
How Jay-Z Went from street corner to corner office
By Zak O'Malley Greenburg
Book..................................................$15.00 74-1591845040

Forget About Today
Bob Dylan's genius for (Re)invention, Shunning the Naysayers, and Creating a Personal Revolution
By Jon Friedman
Book..................................................$15.00 74-0399375547

From Ragtime to Rock
An Introduction to 100 Years of American Popular Music
By Daniel Glass
* DVD & CD-ROM (Intermediate)........$24.95 99-8304958452

Glyn Johns: Sound Man

Greeting Cards: Christmas
Set of 8 Cards with Envelopes.............$3.80 12-0571599206

*Available in various formats and pricing.
Greeting Cards: Clarinet
All Occasion
Set of 8 Cards with Envelopes .......... $3.80 12-0571599230

Greeting Cards: Flute
All Occasion
Set of 8 Cards with Envelopes .......... $3.80 12-0571599257

Greeting Cards: Saxophone
All Occasion
Set of 8 Cards with Envelopes .......... $3.80 12-0571599214

Greeting Cards: Trumpet
All Occasion
Set of 8 Cards with Envelopes .......... $3.80 12-0571599249

Guidelines for Manuscript Preparation
(Revised 2002)
Ed. and compiled Gayle Giese and Pick Edmondson
Book ................................................. $6.95 00-EL03974A

Guitar Zero
The Science of Becoming Musical at Any Age
By Gary Marcus
Paperback Book ......................... $16.00 74-0143122784

Healing at the Speed of Sound
How What We Hear Transforms Our Brains and Our Lives
By Dan Campbell
Paperback Book ......................... $16.00 74-0452298552

Herbie Hancock: Possibilities
By Herbie Hancock and Lisa Dickey
* Hardcover Book ...................... $20.95 74-0670041701

Here, There, and Everywhere
My Life Recording the Music of The Beatles
By Geoff Emerick
5.23" x 8.26" Book ......................... $15.00 74-1592402694

Horns, Strings and Harmony
By Arthur H Benade
Book ............................................. $12.95 06-273318

I Want My MTV
The Uncensored Story of the Music Video Revolution
By Rob Tannenbaum and Craig Marks
Book .............................................. $20.00 74-0452298659

Improve Your Teaching: Teaching Beginners
A New Approach for Instrumental and Singing Teachers
By Paul Harris
Book ............................................. $15.25 12-057153173X

Improve Your Teaching!
An Essential Handbook for Instrumental and Singing Teachers
By Paul Harris
Book ............................................. $15.25 12-0571525342

Inside Music I: Structures
By David Carter
Book ............................................. $12.25 12-0571510876

Inside Music II: Music and Expressive Arts
By David Carter
Book ............................................. $12.25 12-0571512348

Instrument Repair for the Music Teacher
By Burton Stanley
Book ........................................... $22.95 00-286

Introduction to Psychology of Music
By Geza Révész
Book ............................................. $16.95 06-41678X

Jaguar
Rebel, Rock Star, Rambler, Rogue
By Mark Spitz
Book ............................................. $16.00 74-1592407347

Jenni Rivera
The Incredible Story of a Warrior Butterfly
By Leila Cobo
Paperback Book ......................... $16.95 74-0147510532

John Philip Sousa: American Phenomenon
By Paul E. Bienley
Hardcover Edition (Revised) .......... $29.95 00-DHBK02

John Taylor: In the Pleasure Groove
Love, Death & Duran Duran
By Nick Rhodes
Paperback Book ......................... $17.00 74-0142199464

Journeyman: Eric Clapton
A Photographic Narrative
By Gene Shaw
Hardcover Book ......................... $30.00 06-600559

Juanes
Chasing the Sun
Hardcover Book ......................... $28.95 74-0451415330

Kurt Cobain Journals
8.46" x 10.86" Book ....................... $25.00 74-157323593X

The Longest Cocktail Party
An Insider Account of The Beatles & the Wild Ride and Fall of Their Multi-Million Dollar Apple Empire
By Richard Ouellet
Paperback Book ......................... $19.99 00-42714

The Love You Make
An Insider’s Story of The Beatles
By Peter Brown and Steven Gaines
5.43" x 7.91" Book ....................... $16.00 74-0451207357

Lyrics & Prose
(The Cars) By Ric Ocasek
Hardcover Book ......................... $26.95 74-0399163708

LZ-'75: Led Zeppelin Tour Book
The Lost Chronicles of Led Zeppelin’s 1975 American Tour
By Stephen Davis
Book ............................................. $16.00 74-1592406739

Makin’ Stuff Up
Secrets of Song-Craft & Survival in the Music-Biz
By Rand Bishop
6" x 9" Book ................................ $14.95 69-231655

Marvin Makes Music
By Marvin Hamlish
Hardcover Book ......................... $17.99 74-0803737303

Meet Cherry Jam! (Strawberry Shortcake)
By Amy Ackelsberg
Book ............................................. $4.99 74-044858786

More Room in a Broken Heart
The True Adventures of Carly Simon
By Stephen Davis
Paperback Book ......................... $18.00 74-1592407439

Morrissey: Autobiography
By Steven Patrick Morrissey
Book ............................................. $30.00 74-0399159466

Music Copyright Basics
By Joel Leach
Handy Guide ................................ $6.99 00-20814

Music from the Inside Out
By Daniel Anker, Carol Ponder & Donna Santman / preceded by Eric Booth
Book, Listening CD & Teacher’s DVD .... $79.95 00-26045
Full-length Theatrical Release DVD .... $24.95 00-27932
Classroom Poster ....................... $9.99 00-27931
Deluxe Kit (Book, Listening CD, Teacher’s DVD & Full-length Theatrical Release DVD) .. $99.95 00-27929

By Steve Winogrady
Book ............................................. $79.99 00-41088

Music, Physics, and Engineering
By Lynn Friedman Dixson
Book ............................................. $51.95 06-217698

Music: A Book of Quotations
By Herb Gutenwitz
Book ............................................. $2.00 06-415961

The Musician’s Toolbox
Thoughts on Teaching and Learning Music—
111 Inspirational Tools and Projects
By Diane and Nick Petrella
Book ............................................. $9.95 98-7878604

Neil Young: Special Deluxe
A Memoir of Life & Cars
* Hardcover Book .......... $32.00 74-0399172084

Neil Young: Waging Heavy Peace
Hardcover Book ......................... $38.00 74-0399159466
Paperback Book ......................... $18.00 74-0142183110

No Beethoven
By Peter Erskine
Book ............................................. $19.99 98-0892530107

On the Road with Janis Joplin
By John Byrne Cooke
* Hardcover Book ...................... $27.95 74-045227411X

On the Sensations of Tone
By Hermann Helmholtz
Book ............................................. $32.00 06-607534

The One
The Life and Music of James Brown
By R. I. Smith
Paperback Book ......................... $18.00 74-1592407422

The Penguin Guide to the 1000 Finest
Classical Recordings
The Must-Have CDs and DVDs
By Ivan March, Edward Greenfield, Robert Layton, and Paul Copland
Book ........................................... $25.00 74-0241955949

Play Music
CD-ROM ........................................ $49.99 00-22905

Practice Perfect, Level 1
By Susan O’Neill
Book (Early Elementary) ............... $5.25 12-0571548557

The Practice Process
Revolutionize Practice to Maximize Enjoyment, Motivation and Progress
By Paul Harris
* Book ............................................. $15.95 12-0571538339

Psychology of Music
By Carl E. Seashore
Book ............................................. $15.95 06-218511

REFERENCE & TEACHING AIDS
All prices in US$. Not all titles are available in all countries due to copyright restrictions. Prices and availability subject to change without notice.

* = NEW
Simultaneous Learning
The Definitive Guide
By Paul Harris
Book ............................................. $15.95 12-0571538681
Sticks ‘n’ Skins
A Photography Book About the World of Drumming
By John Fallett and Lisa Wolfe
11.25” x 12.25” Book .................................. $75.00 98-0615282886
Stu Who?
Forty Years of Navigating the Minefields of the Music Business
By Stu Phillips
Book ............................................. $29.95 98-0972036334
Teaching Key Stage 1 Music
A Complete, Step-by-Step Scheme of Work
By Ann Bryant
Book & CD ........................................... $40.25 55-9311A
Teaching Key Stage 2 Music
A Complete, Step-by-Step Scheme of Work Suitable for Specialist and Non-Specialist Teachers
By Ann Bryant
Book & Enhanced CD ................................ $60.25 12-0571528881
There Was a Tree
By Rachel Badana
Hardcover Book ................................ $16.99 74-0399257414
This Land Was Made for You and Me
The Life and Songs of Woody Guthrie
By Elizabeth Partridge
Hardcover Book ................................ $21.99 74-067035359
Ticket to Ride
Inside The Beatles’ 1964 & 1965 Tours that Changed the World
By Larry Kane
6.02” x 8.93” Book & CD .................. $14.00 74-0143043621
The Tour Book
How to Get Your Music on the Road
By Andy Reynolds
Book (2nd Edition) ......................... $29.99 54-1435459547
The Touring Musician
A Small-Business Approach to Booking Your Band on the Road
By Hal Galper
Book ............................................. $16.95 00-27916
A View from the Side
Stories and Perspectives on the Music Business: Interviews with Bass Giants Will Lee, Marcus Miller, Leland Sklar, Tony Levin, and More
By Michael Visciglio, foreword by Sting
Book ............................................. $13.99 00-44667
The Virtuoso Teacher
The Inspirational Guide for Instrumental and Singing Teachers
By Paul Harris
Book ............................................. $19.25 12-057153676X
Volume 1
Through the Lens of Music Photographer Rob Shanahan
Hardcover Book ................................ $45.00 98-0615353413
Where the Heart Beats
John Cage, Zen Buddhism, and the Inner Life of Artists
By Kay Larson
Book ............................................. $18.00 74-0143123477
Who Is Bob Dylan?
By Jim O’Connor, illustrated by John O’Brien and Nancy Harrison
Book ............................................. $5.99 74-0448646179

Who Was Louis Armstrong?
By Yona Zeldis McDonough
Book ............................................. $5.99 74-0448436880
Who Were the Beatles?
By Geoff Edgers
Book ............................................. $5.99 74-0448439069

SUZUKI TEXTS

Ability Development from Age Zero
By Shinichi Suzuki, translated by Mary Louise Nagata
Book ............................................. $14.99 00-05380
Diamond in the Sky
A Suzuki Biography
By Jerlene Cannon
Book ............................................. $6.95 00-40030
Everything Depends on How We Raise Them: Educating Young Children by the Suzuki Method
By Shigeki Tanaka / translated by Kyoko Selden
Book ............................................. $14.99 00-09999
The Genius of Simplicity
By Linda Wicker
Book ............................................. $6.95 00-0261
Happy Listening Guide
By Amy Barlowe
Book ............................................. $6.95 00-04433
In Search of the Japanese Spirit in Talent Education
By Susan C. Bauman
Book ............................................. $9.99 00-0767
My Life with Suzuki
By Waltraud Suzuki
Book ............................................. $12.99 00-05385
Nurtured by Love
The Classic Approach to Talent Education
By Shinichi Suzuki, translated by Waltraud Suzuki
Book ............................................. $13.99 00-05384
Nurtured by Love
Translated from the Original Japanese Text
By Dr. Shinichi Suzuki
Book (Revised Edition) ................. $13.99 00-39352
Translated by Lluis Fernandez Carbonell and Elena Gil Lopez
Spanish Edition ................................. $13.99 00-40330
Shinichi Suzuki: His Speeches and Essays
Book ............................................. $8.99 00-05388
Shinichi Suzuki: The Man and His Philosophy
By Evelyn Hermann
Book (Revised) ................................ $29.99 00-05389
The Suzuki Approach
By Louise Berendt
Book ............................................. $9.95 00-0768
Suzuki Changed My Life
By Masaaki Honda
Book ............................................. $17.95 00-0084
Suzuki Twinkles: An Intimate Portrait
By Dr. Alfred Garson
Book ............................................. $24.95 00-0769
A Suzuki Parent’s Diary, or How I Survived My First 10,000 Twinkles
By Laroll Menis
Book ............................................. $18.95 00-05980
To Learn with Love
A Companion for Suzuki Parents
By William and Constance Starr
Book ................................................. $17.99 00-0606

The Vehicle of Music
Reflections on a Life with Shinichi Suzuki and the Talent Education Movement
By Masaki Honda
Book ................................................. $24.99 00-0683

What the Students Taught the Teacher
By Fumio Koyama
Book ................................................ $8.99 00-0438

Young Children’s Talent Education & Its Method
By Dr. Shinichi Suzuki / translated by Kyoko Selden
Book ................................................. $21.95 00-0770

INSTRUMENTAL TEXTBOOKS

An Annotated Guide to Wind Chamber Music
By Rodney Winter
Paperback Edition ................................ $39.95 00-4786

Brass Instruments: Their History and Development
By Anthony Barnes
Book ................................................. $19.95 06-2774

The Clarinet and Clarinet Playing
By David Pino
Book ................................................. $14.95 00-4370

Collected Thoughts on Teaching and Learning, Creativity and Horn Performance
By Douglas Hill
Softcover Edition .................................. $36.99 00-0430

Essentials of Brass Playing
By Fred Fox
Book ................................................. $11.95 00-4285

The Flute and Flute Playing
In Acoustical, Technical, and Artistic Aspects
By Theobald Boehm, introduction by Samuel Baron
Book ................................................. $14.95 06-2159

Improve Your Practice! Instrumental
By Paul Harris
Beginners ........................................... $7.80 05-071528449
Grade 5 / Intermediate ............................ $7.25 05-071522750

Musical Instruments Stickers
By Winky Adams
Stickers .............................................. $1.99 00-4279

Musical Wind Instruments
By Adam Carse
Book ............................................... $16.95 00-4222

The New ASBDA Curriculum Guide
A Reference Book for School Band Directors
Written and compiled by The American School Band Directors Association (ASBDA)
Book ................................................. $24.99 00-1593

Practicing Is for the Birds
The Ultimate Practice Organizer with Reward Stickers
By Susan Pascale
Organizer with Reward Stickers .............. $9.99 06-765172

Principles of the Flute, Recorder, and Oboe
By Jacques-Martin Hotteterre
Book ................................................. $9.99 06-2466

Wind Band Activity In and Around New York ca. 1830–1950
Ed. Frank J. Cipolla and Donald Hunsberger
Paperback Edition ................................ $29.95 00-4799

The Wind Band and Its Repertoire
Two Decades of Research As Published in the CBNA Journal
Compiled and ed. Michael Votta, Jr.
Book ............................................... $34.95 00-4788

The Wind Ensemble and Its Repertoire
Essays on the Fortieth Anniversary of the Eastman Wind Ensemble
Paperback Edition ................................ $36.99 00-4788

Woodwind Instruments and Their History
By Anthony Barnes
Book ............................................... $22.95 06-26883

STRING TEXTBOOKS

Alternative Styles in the Classroom
ASTA (American String Teachers Association) and NAMM
2 DVDs ............................................ $19.99 98-ASTA-DVD1

Antonio Stradivari: His Life & Work (1644–1737)
By W. Henry Hill, Arthur F. Hill, and Alfred E. Hill
Book ............................................... $14.95 06-2042

The Art and Science of String Performance
By Samuel Applebaum and Thomas Lindsay
Book ............................................... $20.95 00-2336

ASTA String Curriculum 2011 Edition
Standards, Goals, and Learning Sequences for Essential Skills and Knowledge in K-12 String Programs
By Stephen J. Brennan, Mary L. Wayne, Jane Linn Aten, Judith P. Evans, Denise Odegard, and Julie Lyons Lieberman
Book ............................................... $49.99 06-1543901

The Bach Chaconne for Solo Violin
By Jon F. Eiche
Book ............................................... $19.99 06-8097466

Basic Principles of Violin Playing
By Paul Rolland
Book ............................................... $14.99 06-188026202

Cello Story
By Dimitri Markovitz, translated by Florence W. Seder
Book ............................................... $16.95 00-0406

Complete Cello Technique: The Classic Treatise on Cello Theory and Practice
By Dian Alcorn
Book ............................................... $18.95 06-42682

Dictionary of Bowing and Pizzicato Terms
By Joel Brennan, Barbara G. Jackson, and Kenneth Sarch

History of the Violin
By William Sandsy and Simon Andrew Forster
Book ............................................... $22.99 06-45267

Lucien Capet and Superior Bowing Technique
History & Comparison
By Kelley M. Johnson
Book ............................................... $24.99 06-158311802

Orchestral Bowing: Style and Function
By James Kjelland
Textbook .......................................... $26.99 00-1969
Workbook ........................................ $8.95 00-1960

Orchestral Bowings and Routines
By Elizabeth A. H. Green
Book ............................................... $21.99 06-809176062

Playing and Teaching the Violin
A Comprehensive Guide to the Central Clef Instrument and Its Music
By Gregory Barnes
Book ............................................... $49.99 98-2009015699

Principles of Violin Playing & Teaching
By Ivan Galamian and Sally Thomas
Book ............................................... $81.95 06-49864

String Research Journal: Volume I, 2010
American String Teachers Association
Ed. Michael L. Allen and John M. Geringer
Book ............................................... $49.95 06-1542675

American String Teachers Association
Ed. John M. Geringer and David W. Sogin
Book ............................................... $49.95 06-1543906

American String Teachers Association
Ed. John M. Geringer and David W. Sogin
Book ............................................... $49.95 06-1554488

American String Teachers Association
Ed. John M. Geringer and David W. Sogin
Book ............................................... $49.95 06-1522467

American String Teachers Association
Ed. John M. Geringer and David W. Sogin
Book ............................................... $49.95 06-1524772

By David Littrell
Book ............................................... $39.99 06-188020205

String Syllabus, Volume Two (1997)
Harp and Guitar
By David Littrell
Book ............................................... $19.99 06-188026148

The Teaching of Action in String Playing
By Paul Rolland
Book ............................................... $49.99 98-ASTA-DVD1

Teaching Stringed Instruments in Classes
By Elizabeth A. H. Green
Book ............................................... $29.99 06-8097507

The Technique of Violin Playing:
The Joachim Method
By Karl Kornrousser
Book ............................................... $6.95 06-45274

The Violin and Viola: History, Structure, Techniques
By Sheila M. Nelson
Book ............................................... $15.95 06-42532

Violin Master Works and Their Interpretation
By Leopold Auer
Book ............................................... $9.95 06-49911

Violin Mastery: Interviews with Heifetz, Auer, Kreisler and Others
Ed. Frederick H. Marks
Book ............................................... $10.95 06-45041

Violin Playing as I Teach It
By Leopold Auer
Book ............................................... $7.95 06-239179

Violin-Making-A Historical and Practical Guide
By Edward Henri Allin
Book ............................................... $21.95 06-44356

* = NEW

All prices in US$. Not all titles are available in all countries due to copyright restrictions. Prices and availability subject to change without notice.
### VOCAL & CHORAL TEXTBOOKS

**American Ballads and Folk Songs**
By John A. Lomax and Alan Lomax
Book ..................................................... $22.95 06-282767

**American Folk Tales and Songs**
Compiled by Richard Chase
Book ..................................................... $9.95 06-226921

**Bel Canto: A Theoretical & Practical Vocal Method**
By Mathilde Marchesi
Book ..................................................... $15.95 06-223159

**The Boy's Changing Voice**
New Solutions for Today's Choral Teacher
By Terry J. Bartham and Daniyel L. Nelson
Book ..................................................... $14.95 00-EL03594

**Caruso's Method of Voice Production**
The Scientific Culture of the Voice
By P. M. Marafioti
Book ..................................................... $14.95 06-241807

**Concise Guide to Opera**
Ed. Amanda Holden
Book ..................................................... $20.00 74-0141016825

**The Contemporary Chorus**
By Carl Strommen
Book ..................................................... $7.95 00-1948

**Famous Italian Opera Arias**
A Dual-Language Book
Ed. and translated by Ellen H. Bleiler
Book ..................................................... $9.95 06-291538

**French Song from Berlioz to Duparc**
Ed. Frits Noyke
Book ..................................................... $14.95 06-255549

**Fundamentals of Singing**
By Frederic Fay Swift
Student Workbook .................................. $7.95 00-EL01254

**Great Singers on the Art of Singing**
By Harriet Bower and James Francis Cooke
Book ..................................................... $9.95 06-291901

**How to Sing**
By Lili Lehmann
Book ..................................................... $8.95 06-275019

**Lifeline for Children's Choir Directors**
By Jean Ashworth Bartle
Book ..................................................... $39.95 00-V1422

**On Studying Singing**
By Sergius Kagen
Book ..................................................... $9.95 06-20622X

**Pitch Perfect**
The Quest for Collegiate A Cappella Glory
By Mickey Rapkin
Book ..................................................... $16.00 74-1592408214

A Practical Guide for Performing, Teaching, and Singing the Brahms Requiem
By Leonard Van Camp, foreward by Jerold Ottley
Book ..................................................... $39.95 00-1653061

**Scoring for Voice**
By Betty Joyce
Book & CD ............................................... $24.95 00-3401

### CLASSROOM TEXTBOOKS

**Chansons pour S'Amuser...Encore! More Songs to Play Games to Sing**
By Ada Vermeulen
French & English Text ................................ $11.95 00-V1437

**Children's Book of Music**
An Introduction to the World's Most Amazing Music and Its Creators
Book & CD ................................................ $24.99 74-0756657344

**Come on Everybody, Let's Sing!**
By Los Binckshaw-Fleming
Comb Bound Book (Revised) ................. $44.99 00-V1430A
4-CD Package ........................................... $34.99 00-VCD4030A

**Games and Songs of American Children**
By William W. Newell
Book ..................................................... $14.95 06-203154

**How to Make Drums, Tom-Toms & Rattles**
primitive Percussion Instruments for Modern Use
By Bernard S. Mason
Book ..................................................... $9.95 06-218899

**Move, Sing, Listen, Play**
By Donna Wood
Book (Revised) ......................................... $32.95 00-V1467

**Music 2000: Classroom Theory Lessons for Secondary Students**
By Donald Moore
Volume I Student Workbook ................... $6.99 00-SVB96025
Volume II Student Workbook ................... $6.99 00-SVB96035

**Music for All**
By Los Binckshaw-Fleming
Book ..................................................... $14.95 00-V1453

**Music Games**
CD-ROM Jewel Case ................................ $9.95 00-22649

### SOFTWARE

**Alfred's Music Tech 101**
A Group Study Course in Modern Music Production Using Audio Technology
By Brian Laakso
Teacher's Handbook ................................ $12.99 00-43045
Student's Book ....................................... $19.99 00-44079

**Alfred's Music Tech Series, Book 1:**
Composing Music with Notation
By Floyd Richmond, Tom Rudolph, Lee Whitmore, and Stefani Langol
Book & Data CD ....................................... $16.95 00-25565

**Alfred's Music Tech Series, Book 1:**
Playing Keyboard
By Tom Rudolph, Lee Whitmore, Stefani Langol, and Floyd Richmond
Book & Audio CD ...................................... $16.95 00-25564

**Alfred's Music Tech Series, Book 1:**
Sequencing and Music Production
By Stefani Langol, Lee Whitmore, Tom Rudolph, and Floyd Richmond
Book & CD-ROM ....................................... $16.95 00-25566

**Alfred's Music Tech Series, Book 1:**
Teacher's Manual
By Tom Rudolph, Floyd Richmond, Stefani Langol, and Lee Whitmore
Comb Bound Book & CD-ROM .................... $49.95 00-25566

**Learning Music with GarageBand on the iPad**
The Essential Classroom Guide to Music Production, Performance, and Education with iOS Devices
By Floyd Richmond
Book ..................................................... $19.99 00-44081

**Music Tech**

**Note-Word Puzzles**
By Norman P. De Carol
Bass Clarinet Book .................................. $5.99 00-PROB1N100
Treble Clarinet Book ................................ $5.99 00-PROB1N109